Gina Miller announces launch of a new national movement, end the chaos!, dedicated to providing
Britons with clarity about the implications of Brexit in the face of continuing uncertainty from the
political establishment
14 September 2018 (Dover, UK) – Gina Miller, the transparency campaigner and businesswoman, today
launches end the chaos!, a national movement committed to providing a source of objective, non-partisan
information to help ordinary, hard-working people understand some of the basic fundamental questions
on Brexit and what it might mean for them, their families, their communities and their country.
The end the chaos! website (www.endthechaos.co.uk) will be curated to inform, not idealise. It aims to
provide people with access to up-to-date and unbiased information on all the potential outcomes of Brexit;
to act as a trusted source of information from which people can make informed choices, free from politics,
soundbites, platitudes and falsehoods.
end the chaos! will also be hosting a programme of events around the country to provide a platform for
people across Britain to share their voices and concerns, including in Northern Ireland, over the next 10
weeks; with continuous real time information about events and activities happening in their local areas.
Gina Miller said: “Mrs May’s Chequers plan is going nowhere fast: it fails to command the confidence of a
majority of her parliamentary party. Mr Corbyn’s resistance to a second vote puts him at odds with his
parliamentary party. This amounts to a perfect storm in which the tragic losers are our country and our
people.
“Time is fast running out. Over the summer, I’ve been travelling around Britain and talking to people from
every walk of life, background, and region of our country. They are confused and anxious for themselves,
their families, their livelihoods and their communities. This is not what Britain deserves. It is not what the
British people deserve. This listless drift toward an unknown outcome gives no confidence to anyone. We
can, and we must, do better.
“Our politicians are failing to provide clarity or promote understanding. Clarity and understanding is what
end the chaos! will seek to provide.”
Every part of our country deserves to understand the implications of Brexit, and end the chaos! is
committed to ensuring local voices and concerns are heard and answered. If you would like to share your
stories, please email contact@endthechaos.co.uk or share your thoughts on social media and add
#endthechaos
end the chaos! aims to ensure the people of Britain enjoy their legitimate and democratic rights to benefit
from unbiased facts and clarity on Brexit. People should have the right to decide what they think and want
for themselves.
Together, let’s end the chaos!
Ends

Notes to editors
About end the chaos!
end the chaos! is a grassroots and grasstops movement to engage and inform ordinary people on the
situation we find ourselves in as the Brexit negotiations continue to stall. Today’s event is a call to national
action, aimed at bringing people together to improve the quality and quantity of discussion on this subject.
Website – endthechaos.co.uk
Twitter – @endthechaos
Facebook – endthechaos
About Gina Miller
Gina Miller is a transparency campaigner and businesswoman best known for her successful 2017 Supreme
Court case against the UK Government which required parliamentary approval to trigger Article 50 and
initiate the UK’s departure from the European Union.
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